Zoning Case Notification Plan
Monte Vista South (NW Quadrant)

DRAFT MAPS REVISED 09/29/2020

NOTE:
* Draft Maps reflect the proposed zoning as shown on the 02/18/20 Draft Maps.
* Revisions reflect edits made to 112 E. Mistletoe current zoning (from O-2 to MF-33); proposed zoning remains the same and removal of #11 Conditional Use for a Clothing Bank on 201 W. French Place.

Legend:
- Subject Properties
- Map Boundaries
- Remaining Residential
- Current Land Use Description
- Succeeding Zoning Changes
- Additional Notes

Council District 1
School District: San Antonio ISD
Scale: 1" approx. = 70 Feet
Subject Property Legal Description(s): As Noted in Map Subject Properties

Note: All Current and Proposed Zones include AHCD - Monte Vista Historic Overlay Districts.